
 “Through”
Hi Abamama, it’s Troye at Banana English.

Today we are going to discuss the word “through.” As a word, “through” can be used in different ways 

as part of a sentence. Let’s look at the different parts of a sentence that “through” can be used as:

• Through can be used as an adverb or a word that describes an action. An example of this would 

be:

o The rain comes through the hole in the roof. 

▪ In this example, when the word “through” is used where the rain is coming 

through. 

• Through can be used as an adjective, for example:

o That is a through train. 

▪ In this example, the word “through” is being used to describe a train that goes 

straight through without stopping. 

• Lastly, the word “through” can be used as a preposition or as part of a prepositional phrase. An 

example of this would be:

o They were riding through the city. 

▪ In this example, the word “through” describes where they were riding. 

Prepositional Phrases include Nouns and link the noun to a pronoun or verb. Let’s go over some 

examples of how the word “through” can be used in Prepositional Phrases. 

• “Through” can be used to describe from one end or side of something to another

o EXAMPLE: The train went through a tunnel. 

• “Through” can be used to describe a period of time.

o EXAMPLE: He worked all through the night. 

• “Through” can be used to describe the means, method, or experience of something.

o EXAMPLE: He learned how to jump through his practice of basketball. 

• “Through” can be used to describe the end of an experience.

o EXAMPLE: We finally made it through this course!

• “Through” can be used to describe saying that you are connected to someone by phone. 



o EXAMPLE: I tried to call Jimmy, but I couldn’t get through. 

• “Through” can be used to describe affecting every part of someone or something. 

o EXAMPLE: A rumor spread through the camp.

• “Through” can be used to describe something that is happening because of someone or 

something. 

o EXAMPLE: You will learn more through practice. 

• “Through can be used to describe reading or looking at every part of something

o EXAMPLE: Please read through the instructions carefully. 

• “Through” can be used as a place, stage, or level.

o EXAMPLE: Does this bus go through to Texas?

• “Through” can be used for saying that a large amount of something is used during a period of 

time.

o EXAMPLE: We seem to be going through 2 or 3 boxes of tissues a day. 

There are many different examples of the way “through” can be used in Prepositional Phrases. So, what 

follows are just a few common examples. Let’s watch a quick video and see if we can count the number 

of times the word “through” is used, either through itself or as part of a Prepositional Phrase.

• Watch Video

Okay, how many times was the word “through” used in this video? (The answer is times.)

Let’s look at some of the ways the word “through” was used and what it meant.

• Have you combed through the video yet?

o What do you think this sentence means?

o ANSWER: In this example “through” is used to describe the action of looking for 

information by watching the video. 

• I’m going to be able to breeze through it. 

o What does “through” in this sentence mean?

o ANSWER: In this sentence the word “through” is used to describe the action of quickly 

watching something. 

• The information is harder to cut through and understand. 

o What does “through” mean here?



o ANSWER: Here “through” is used in the sentence as a way to describe getting right to

the main information. 

• I’m just clicking through videos right now. 

o What about this example of “through?”

o ANSWER: In this sentence “through” is being used as a way to describe browsing on a 

computer. 

• I just need to get through this part, and I’ll be good. 

o What do you think this sentence means?

o ANSWER: In this example “through” is used to describe getting a part of something 

done. 

• Just skim through for the information we need.

o What does “through” in this sentence mean?

o ANSWER: In this sentence the word “through” is used to describe quickly reading main 

points of information. 

• We can always follow through and watch the whole thing later. 

o What does “through” mean here?

o ANSWER: Here “through” is used in the sentence as a way to describe going back over 

something and finishing it. 

• There’s no point in me watching through the whole video. 

o What about this example of “through?”

o ANSWER: In this sentence “through” is being used to describe finishing the video. 

• Did we end up choosing to carry through the Arty and Banana’s love story?

o What do you think this sentence means?

o ANSWER: In this example “through” is used to describe something continuing. 

• We went to follow through on it. 

o What does “through” in this sentence mean?

o ANSWER: In this sentence the word “through” is used to describe the act of finishing 

something. 

• The last thing I want to do is sit through it. 



o What does “through” mean here?

o ANSWER: Here “through” is used in the sentence as a way to describe completing an 

action while sitting there (usually used to describe something you find boring.)

• Ms. Smith is making us read through the rules for her class again. 

o What about this example of “through?”

o ANSWER: In this sentence “through” is being used as a way to describe reading the 

rules completely. 

• Most of the class just muddled through. 

o What do you think this sentence means?

o ANSWER: In this example “through” is used to describe barely being able to complete 

something due to having a hard time understanding. 

• I can’t work through what the truth is. 

o What does “through” in this sentence mean?

o ANSWER: In this sentence the word “through” is used to describe being unable to figure 

something out. 

• Let’s talk through it. 

o What does “through” mean here?

o ANSWER: Here “through” is used in the sentence as a way to describe discussing the 

information or collaborating. 

• We’ll use this video and pick through it for information. 

o What about this example of “through?”

o ANSWER: In this sentence “through” is being used as a way to only use certain parts of 

the information provided. 

• I guess we really didn’t think through picking such a hard topic. 

o What do you think this sentence means?

o ANSWER: In this example “through” is used to describe thinking about something…

including the consequences. 

Excellent work! Let’s take a look at the following Prepositional Phrases using the word “through.” Can 

you use each of them in a new or different sentence? Can you describe what each prepositional phrase 



means or is describing in your sentences?

Great Job! Let’s go over some of these common phrases and sayings and see if you can tell me what the 

sentence means.

• I need you to come through the back door. 

o What do you think this sentence means?

o ANSWER: In this sentence the word “through” is used to describe which doo she wants 

you to enter. 

• She fell through the hole.

o What does “through” in this sentence mean?

o ANSWER: In this sentence the word “through” is used to describe what she fell in and 

out of. 

• I am going to sail right through this lesson. 

o What does “through” mean here?

o ANSWER: Here “through” is used in the sentence as a way to describe easily getting the 



lesson done. 

• Don’t let the dog plow through you on his way to his food. 

o What about this example of “through?”

o ANSWER: In this sentence “through” is being used as a way to describe the dog running 

someone over. 

• I need to slice through all of the unimportant information and get right to the facts. 

o What do you think this sentence means?

o ANSWER: In this sentence the word “through” is used to describe getting to the point. 
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• The bullet went through and through. 

o What does “through” in this sentence mean?

o ANSWER: In this sentence the word “through” is used to describe in one side and out 

the other. 

• You can bring her on through. 

o What does “through” mean here?

o ANSWER: Here “through” is used in the sentence as a way to describe entering an area. 

• Why are you rifling through my purse?

o What about this example of “through?”

o ANSWER: In this sentence “through” is being used as a way to describe the act of 

someone digging or snooping in a place they shouldn’t be. 



• It is going to be tough to wade through all of this information. 

o What do you think this sentence means?

o ANSWER: In this sentence the word “through” is used to describe the act of having to 

go through a lot of information. 

• Together, we can all push through to the end. 

o What does “through” in this sentence mean?

o ANSWER: In this sentence the word “through” is used to describe the act of doing 

something that is hard or finishing something that is difficult.

That’s it for today. Don’t forget to review and see you guys in the next video 


